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The Quiet of the Night

[Verse 1] 

Pronoun sits there at his Noun and listens for the Noun

as if, by some sweet miracle, he'll Verb .

His mind knows it won't ring, but God can do most anything,

and he's been Verb ending in ing for this, after all.

Pronoun waits



another hour, without a Noun

then goes to bed, and cries himself to sleep.

[Chorus] 

Then somewhere in the darkness, Pronoun hears Pronoun Noun



and for one brief Noun all the Noun is right.

She wipes away the Plural noun and Plural noun for a little while,

and holds Pronoun in Article quiet of Article Noun .

[Verse 2] 



His little Noun was broken when Pronoun found out Pronoun was gone;

six months later, Pronoun still on Pronoun mind.

They were the best of friends, but sometimes life just has to end,

and even Plural noun go away sometimes.

So, for now, he's in his quiet place,



as the Plural noun start Verb ending in ing down his Noun .

[Chorus] 

Then somewhere in the darkness, he hears her lullaby,

and for one brief moment, all the Noun is right.



She wipes away the Plural noun and Plural noun for a little while,

and holds him in the quiet of the night.

Yeah, she holds him in the quiet of the night.

[Bridge] 



It won't be long, and he'll be fine again,

but he'll still remember what she meant to him.

Now, he's got a few short Plural noun

and hour-long conversations when he dreams.



[Chorus] 

Then somewhere in the darkness, Pronoun hears Pronoun lullaby,



and for one brief moment, all the Noun is right.

She wipes away the Plural noun and Plural noun for a little while,

and holds him in the quiet of the night.

Yeah, Pronoun holds Pronoun in the quiet of the night.



[Fade ...] 

Oh, Pronoun holds Pronoun in the quiet of the night.
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